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National Radar -- Wasting
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ndy, UT (July 20, 2008) – The price of oil is currently averagi
mp climbs to record heights, over $4.05 per gallon nationally. T
ver been higher. Yet for all our talk about conservation and en
ergy waste so gigantic it sucks up millions of barrels of oil and to

hy, you might ask, does such a large waste fly under the radar?
es to the use of oil in the automobile industry. We can all relate
mp as the price of gas shoots ever and ever upward. However, m
g, which wastes more energy than any other area nationwide, lu
mes.

rrently, there are 113.4-million homes in the country, which use
ctricity (35.6% of the national use of 3,909-billion kWh). As

illion household heating-A/C systems use about 624-billion kW
illions of units operate at approximately 34-percent below thei
2-billion kWh. To put it into perspective, this waste would be en
er one year!

mply stated, we are staring in the face of perhaps the largest sin
ough autos consume more energy, the waste is nothing compare
tle, if anything, is being done to deal with the scale of the problem

t there is even a bigger problem for Florida.

orida uses approximately 6 percent of the nation’s electrical ene
wever, would it surprise you to learn that Florida consumes abo

mpared to the national average of about 36%. And since res
stems are so inefficient, Florida represents about 14 percent of t
electricity for these systems.
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To put this in prospective, let’s ask this question: what would happen if we eliminated the waste in
residential heating & air conditioning? These millions of systems would be operating at 412-billion kWh
rather than 624. And Florida could be a big part in solving this problem.

The corrections could be done if simple modifications were made to existing systems in the nation’s
homes. To accomplish such a deed would be akin to taking millions of cars on the road and making them
34-percent more efficient.

Everclean Green, in association with a sister company, “The American Indoor Greening Institute,” is
releasing to the press/public three reports on the size of the problem and how solutions could be
implemented: (a) “Energy Hogs, The Scale Of The Nation’s Energy Problem,” (b) “Wasted Thinking,
How Faulty Paradigms Waste Billions In The Nation’s Heating-A/C,” and (c) “A New Paradigm,
Saving The Nation’s Energy Waste In Heating-A/C.

Call for these reports at 800-496-7719 or make your request at: www.evercleangreen.com.


